<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Student Organization</th>
<th>Type of Student Organization</th>
<th>Date of Incident</th>
<th>Date University Notified of Incident</th>
<th>Date University Completed the Investigation</th>
<th>General Description of Violation(s)</th>
<th>General Description of Sanctions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Delta Tau Delta Fraternity | Greek                       | 9/27/2016       | 9/27/2016                           | 9/27/2016                                  | Allegations including consumption of alcohol and servitude and exercise | Responsible disciplinary probation for one year  

| Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity | Greek                       | 10/4/2016       | 10/4/2016                           | 10/4/2016                                  | Allegations including consumption of alcohol and servitude and exercise | Responsible disciplinary probation for one year  

| Delta Gamma Sorority       | Greek                       | 10/30/2017      | 10/30/2017                          | 10/30/2017                                  | Allegations including consumption of alcohol | Responsible disciplinary probation for one year  
|                            |                             | 10/30/2017      | 10/30/2017                          | 10/30/2017                                  | 32.d.02.06: Hazing - condoning or encouraging hazing | Hold program on alcohol education  
|                            |                             | 10/30/2017      | 10/30/2017                          | 10/30/2017                                  | 32.d.07: Hazing - coerced consumption of alcohol or drugs | Meet with Fraternity & Sorority Life (FSL) - Recruitment  
|                            |                             | 10/30/2017      | 10/30/2017                          | 10/30/2017                                  | 32.d.07: Hazing - coerced consumption of substances | Meet with Fraternity & Sorority Life (FSL) - Social Risk Management  

| Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity | Greek                       | 11/3/2017       | 11/3/2017                           | 11/3/2017                                  | Allegations including consumption of alcohol and servitude and exercise | Responsible disciplinary probation for one year  

| Delta Tau Delta Fraternity | Greek                       | 12/1/2017       | 12/1/2017                           | 12/1/2017                                  | Allegations including consumption of alcohol and servitude and exercise | Responsible disciplinary probation for one year  
|                            |                             | 12/1/2017       | 12/1/2017                           | 12/1/2017                                  | 32.d.02: Hazing - unreasonable risk of harm or safety | Hold program on alcohol education  
|                            |                             | 12/1/2017       | 12/1/2017                           | 12/1/2017                                  | 32.d.06: Hazing - condoning or encouraging hazing | Meet with Fraternity & Sorority Life (FSL) - Recruitment  
|                            |                             | 12/1/2017       | 12/1/2017                           | 12/1/2017                                  | 32.d.07: Hazing - coerced consumption of alcohol or drugs | Meet with Fraternity & Sorority Life (FSL) - Social Risk Management  

| Kappa Alpha Order Fraternity| Greek                       | 1/3/2018        | 1/3/2018                            | 1/3/2018                                   | Allegations including consumption of alcohol and servitude | Responsible disciplinary probation for one year  
|                            |                             | 1/3/2018        | 1/3/2018                            | 1/3/2018                                   | 32.d.02: Hazing - unreasonable risk of harm or safety | Hold program on alcohol education  
|                            |                             | 1/3/2018        | 1/3/2018                            | 1/3/2018                                   | 32.d.06: Hazing - condoning or encouraging hazing | Meet with Fraternity & Sorority Life (FSL) - Recruitment  

| Texas Mandated History of Student Organizations Hazing Report |       |                 |                                   |                                           |                                           |                                           |
Kappa Alpha Order Fraternity  Greek 4/16/2019  2/20/2019  2/22/2019  Allegations include: exercise and consumption of alcohol and contact of a physical nature  32.d.05. Hazing - unreasonable risk of harm or safety  32.d.04. Hazing - activity including threats, humiliation and ostracism  32.d.05. Hazing - knowingly participates, directs or fails to report hazing  32.d.06. Hazing - conditioning or encouraging hazing  Disciplinary probation until December 31, 2019  Enhancement plan to include: Conduct a Judicial board hearing to hold individual members accountable Form a new member education committee Create a new member education plan Host a program on hazing education Have a meeting on risk management and anti-hazing strategies Conduct an internal recommitment and improvement process Hold one brotherhood event during the spring 2019 semester Host two brotherhood events during the fall 2019 semester

Kappa Sigma Fraternity  Greek 10/12/2016  10/12/2014  10/19/2016  Allegations include: hazing, servitude and consumption of alcohol  Part 18 Misconduct  32.d.01. Hazing - intentional, knowing, or reckless act directed against a student  Responsible Chapter charter was revoked by National organization and university until May 1, 2018 Cannot participate in TTU recruitment until Fall 19

Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity  Greek 9/1/2016  8/29/2016  9/1/2016  Allegations include: servitude and consumption of alcohol  32.d.05. Hazing - unreasonable risk of harm or safety  32.d.04. Hazing - activity including threats, humiliation and ostracism  32.d.05. Hazing - knowingly participates, directs or fails to report hazing  32.d.06. Hazing - conditioning or encouraging hazing  Disciplinary probation until December 31, 2019  Enhancement plan to include: Conduct a review of education process and pre-initiation plan No new member activities or pre-initiation events may occur at the chapter’s house/rental property or any off-campus "satellite facilities" New member activities must occur in a reasonable on-campus space No required new member activities will involve alcohol Must submit a letter to the national headquarters upon completion of all terms to be removed from probation

Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity  Greek 12/11/2018  8/29/2017  9/1/2016  Allegations include: servitude and consumption of alcohol  32.d.05. Hazing - unreasonable risk of harm or safety  32.d.04. Hazing - activity including threats, humiliation and ostracism  32.d.05. Hazing - knowingly participates, directs or fails to report hazing  32.d.06. Hazing - conditioning or encouraging hazing  Disciplinary probation until May 31, 2018  Review new member education program Meet with FSL - Social Risk Management Hold an education program on the Fraternity’s Standards Review and educate the chapter on the national organization’s position statement on hazing Have a meeting on hazing education

Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity  Greek 4/12/2016  4/11/2016  3/1/2016  Allegations include: servitude and consumption of alcohol  32.d.05. Hazing - unreasonable risk of harm or safety  32.d.04. Hazing - activity including threats, humiliation and ostracism  32.d.05. Hazing - knowingly participates, directs or fails to report hazing  32.d.06. Hazing - conditioning or encouraging hazing  Disciplinary probation until May 18, 2018  Review new member education program Meet with FSL - Social Risk Management and revise organization recruitment process

Pi Chi Fraternity  Greek 8/29/2017  8/29/2017  8/29/2017  Allegations include: servitude and consumption of alcohol  32.d.05. Hazing - unreasonable risk of harm or safety  32.d.04. Hazing - activity including threats, humiliation and ostracism  32.d.05. Hazing - knowingly participates, directs or fails to report hazing  32.d.06. Hazing - conditioning or encouraging hazing  Disciplinary probation until October 20, 2018  Review and revise the chapter’s bylaws Conduct an internal recommitment and improvement process Hold a RISE program

Pi Tau Sigma Fraternity  Greek 11/5/2016  11/5/2016  11/5/2016  Allegations include: servitude and consumption of alcohol  32.d.05. Hazing - unreasonable risk of harm or safety  32.d.04. Hazing - activity including threats, humiliation and ostracism  32.d.05. Hazing - knowingly participates, directs or fails to report hazing  32.d.06. Hazing - conditioning or encouraging hazing  Disciplinary probation until December 2017  Review new member education program Meet with FSL - Social Risk Management Conduct an internal recommitment and improvement process Hold a RISE program

Phi Sigma Delta Fraternity  Greek 12/31/2019  12/31/2019  12/31/2019  Allegations include: servitude and consumption of alcohol  32.d.05. Hazing - unreasonable risk of harm or safety  32.d.04. Hazing - activity including threats, humiliation and ostracism  32.d.05. Hazing - knowingly participates, directs or fails to report hazing  32.d.06. Hazing - conditioning or encouraging hazing  Disciplinary probation until December 31, 2019  Review and revise the chapter’s bylaws Conduct an internal recommitment and improvement process Hold a RISE program

Sigma Alpha Phi Fraternity will not recolonize on TTU's campus per an agreement with the family of the student victim.

*Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity will not recolonize on TTU's campus per an agreement with the family of the student victim.